Arroyo Del Oso - March 2020
March at Arroyo Del Oso Elementary
This month will feature: March Madness with Taylor, Math Games with
Casey, Car Questions with Ben, Crazy Painting with Monica, Bosque
Visits with Maria, & Fry Bread with Natacha
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Reminders:

Knowledge is Power – Why do we wash our hands?

.

Jay and Isaiah point to the petri-dishes used to collect microbial samples
from around the school. The areas with the most germs? The toilet and
computer keyboard. The cleanest place on campus? Isaiah’s nose!
Quick & Easy Cleaning!
This year clean-up has gotten
better and better! The staff have
been trying to teach the kids more
about teamwork and working
together towards a common goal.
As a community we have come a
long way.

March 12th & 13th - Conferences
Children’s Choice will be open
for full day service (7am-6pm)
@ ZUNI ELEMENTARY
You must register at
childrens-choice.org.
March 3rd & 19th – Field Trip Days
We will leave the site by 2:30pm
and return by 5:00pm.
Bosque Field Visits
March 4th and 18th
Small groups will continue their
work monitoring the Bosque
ecosystem with the help of
BEMP!

Helpful Information
Site Phone: 340-9656
Office Phone: 296-2880

Financial Assistance
Available: 841-4800

Family History Visualized

In February we spent time talking about how important
friends and family are at our Family History Night and
Palentine’s Party. Some of us learned the names of our greatgrandparents for the first time or heard stories again for the
2oth. It’s great to know where we come from and see the
different forms families can take. Above, Kylie shows off her
interpretation of a Family Tree with some friends before her
Mom arrives for Family History Night.

Friendly Competition

Here at Children’s Choice we like to play!
But some games require an opponent, so
then we have to accept the possibility of
losing. That is made a lot easier when we
are with friendly competitors! Above are
Demetrius and Jesse, taking a brief break
from dodgeball at the end of the day.
Below, Zamari and Addison are about to
test their strength (and laugh a lot!).

3-D Creativity

Local Chess Champ!

If you are interested in designing some fashion-forward
accessories to accent your wardrobe, here’s the team to
consult. Bella and Dillon are some of the children discovering
the rewards of patience and planning when it comes to art
projects. These glasses are made from 3 pieces and took about
an hour to make.

Our very own Max Elkins recently took 2nd
place in the NM Youth Chess
Championship. Nice work, Max!

